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1.  Introduction
Documenting the American South (DAS; ttp://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth) i  a digital
library project affiliated with UNC-CH’s Academic Affairs Library.  DAS began as a
modest pilot project in 1995, and as of July 1999, has expanded to include five separate
projects.  The project’s goal is to digitize and make available on the World Wide Web
materials relating to the life and history of the American South.  The materials are freely
available. (See Appendix A for a more detailed description of DAS.)
The digitization of textual materials is completed according to the Text Encoding
Initiative Document Type Definition (TEI DTD) of Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML; ISO 8879; See Appendix B).  The decision to use the TEI DTD was
made on the basis that SGML, an ISO standard, provides rich, structured information to
users worldwide, regardless of the platform which they use to view the document.
Unfortunately, SGML documents must be viewed with specialized SGML viewers; the
documents cannot be viewed using conventional web browsers.  As a result, the vast
majority of Web users cannot view DAS’s SGML documents.  In order to make its
digitized materials accessible to the average Web user, DAS must maintain a large number
of HTML files that display the materials in a format that can be easily accessed.
As of July 1999, the project maintains nearly 6,000 HTML files.  Currently, the
majority of these HTML pages are created and maintained manually.  The only HTML
files that are generated automatically are the versions of each text that are created by a
2script that parses each SGML file and generates a stripped-down HTML version of the
file.  The remaining files, including the project’s author and title indexes, and each title’s
menu page and illustration pages, are created by hand.  Although the project utilizes a few
rough templates that save time and reduce the number of errors in the pages, the current
process still requires anywhere from five to three hundred HTML files to be edited
manually each time a text is added to DAS’s collection.
Figure 1:  DAS Directory Structure
The time that is spent writing these pages could be better spent on higher-level
activities.  In addition to taking up time, the current system leaves much room for error.
The lack of an automated system for page creation leads to subtle variations in each
page’s HTML code.  These inconsistencies make it very difficult to make any global
change to the site.  Making one minor change to each of the project’s HTML pages might
3require thousands of files to be manually opened and hand edited, because each page is
slightly different.  Another problem with the project’s current method of page creation is
that the information contained within the pages cannot be easily harvested for other uses,
such as providing subject access to DAS’s users.
2.  Summary of Current System
DAS’s current publication process is as follows. (Figure 2)  Once project staff has
encoded the text, it is given to the project manager for final proofing and creation of the
TEI header. (See Appendix B for a more detailed description of the TEI Header.) The
project manager then creates the TEI header, filling in the bibliographic information to the
best of her knowledge.  A script is run which creates a stripped-down HTML version of
the SGML file, and from there, the project manager creates the other HTML files that are
necessary to display the text.
4Figure 2:  Current Publication Process
These files include a menu page that provides access to the HTML and SGML files
as well as any illustrations contained within the text. The menu page also links to
supplemental information about the author of the text, if such material is available.  An
HTML page is created for each image that has been digitized as part of the text. Finally, a
menu page is created that lists all of the illustrations that are a part of the text, and
provides links to the image display pages.  It is important to note that all of these HTML
5pages are incomplete at this time, because the text has not yet been cataloged.  HTML
“meta” tags containing subject and keyword information are added to each HTML page
when cataloging is completed.
Next, the text’s bibliographic information is added to the DAS author and title
indexes, where a link is provided to the book’s menu page.  The same information is also
added to the indexes of whichever projects the text is associated with.  A text may be
associated with anywhere from one to three separate projects.  Each of these updates is
made by hand.
At this time, the project manager sends a message to the cataloging department to
notify them that the text is published, and is ready to be catalogued.  The cataloging
process is roughly as follows:  the catalogers look at the TEI header created by the project
manager, and browse the electronic text.  Throughout the cataloging process, catalogers
bring any errors in the text or its accompanying HTML pages to the attention of the
project manager.  The project manager makes any corrections to these files as needed.  It
is significant to note that one error may be carried over onto several different pages,
requiring many files to be edited in order to correct the error.
Catalogers create a MARC record for the electronic text based on the information
contained within the TEI header of the electronic text and the MARC record for the
original text, provided that a MARC record exists.  After a MARC record has been
created for the electronic text, the catalogers run a macro that generates HTML meta tags
from the Library of Congress subject headings contained in the new MARC record.  The
meta tags are then e-mailed to the project manager.
6When the project manager receives the meta tags, she manually pastes the
information into the header of the existing SGML and HTML files associated with that
text.  Depending on the number of illustrations associated with the book, this process
requires the project manager to manually edit anywhere from 3 to over 300 files. After
editing these files, the project manager edits the TEI header to reflect the contributions
made by the catalogers.  Only then is work on the text completed.
This process might have made more sense when DAS was a small pilot project, but
as the project has grown, this method of page creation and site maintenance has become
cumbersome and inefficient.  The process can be improved and streamlined to increase
productivity and reduce errors, as well as eliminate some of the duplication of effort that
results from having to manually edit the files after they have already been created.
3. Constraints
In developing a new system for DAS, a few constraints had to be considered that
limited the possible solutions to the problem.  These were:
· Site host,
· Cost,
· Technology considerations,
· Ease of maintenance,
· Scalability.
The current DAS site is hosted by MetaLab (h tp://metalab.unc.edu), and lives on
a Unix machine.  There are no plans to move DAS from MetaLab.  Therefore, any
technology used in the new system must be compatible with the Unix environment.
7Cost was another consideration. The solution must be inexpensive.  The library is
not a rich institution, and would not be likely to support an expensive solution. This
applies to initial cost as well as ongoing expenses in the form of specialized support staff
and yearly licensing fees.  Proprietary software does exist that might solve some of the
problems described above, (such as DynaWeb and Open Text), however, securing the
funds necessary to purchase any of these software packages would likely be difficult and
time-consuming, if not impossible.  The project should implement a solution quickly, as
the number of digitized texts and other materials digitized by DAS will quadruple within
the next two years. (DAS site)
Dynamically generated HTML was not an option.  Many external sites link to our
existing electronic files; therefore, library administration and DAS project management felt
it was important to maintain the site’s existing structure.  Another reason for keeping
static HTML files is that this allows the pages to be indexed by search engines.  If the
pages are generated on the fly, search engines cannot index them.
Any solution should be relatively easy to maintain.  Currently, the project does not
have technical support staff.  DAS’s project manager is responsible for the maintenance of
the site, and the project manager’s time is already over-extended.
The chosen technology must also be scalable to the expected growth of the project
over the next several years.  As mentioned above, the project is growing, and any new
solution should be able to grow along with it.  The system should be easily expandable if
the project manager or library administration decides to automate additional project-
related tasks. For instance, DAS is in need of a unified system that will track a text
throughout the entire digitization process.  Currently, a combination of several different
8pieces of paper, HTML pages, spreadsheets, word-processed documents, and a Microsoft
Access database is used to track and compile statistics about the project’s work flow.  The
same information is often entered into many different places.  This is a duplication of
effort, and should be consolidated into one system that is capable of generating all of the
reports as necessary.  DAS would like to implement such a tracking database in the near
future, and if possible, the solution we develop to generate HTML pages should have the
ability to integrate with a tracking database.
When considering possible solutions to this problem, we spent some time
investigating the feasibility of harvesting the information needed to write the HTML pages
from the project’s SGML documents.  Ideally, the highly structured information contained
within the tags of the SGML document could function as “fields” in a database.  We spent
quite a bit of time trying to implement such a solution; unfortunately, we found that such a
system would be difficult to develop and maintain, for a number of reasons.
From document to document, it is impossible to predict every possible place that a
particular instance of a tag or entity will appear.  One reason for this is that recommended
encoding procedures within DAS have changed slightly over time.  This is compounded by
the fact that all of the texts are marked up by human beings, with varying levels of
experience.  Even though the project manager proofreads every text in an effort to ensure
that the guidelines set forth by the project are followed, it is impossible for her to catch
every variance from the guidelines.
Additionally, the TEI DTD does not contain all the tags that would be necessary to
make extraction of detailed information from the TEI document a possibility.  For
example, within the TEI Header, only one tag, </DOCAUTHOR>, is used to indicate a
9text’s author.   No tags exist to further divide the author’s name into components such as
first name, middle name, and last name. Consistently and accurately breaking the author’s
name down into its component parts would be problematic.  As a note, a committee made
up of scholars and catalogers, loosely called the TEI2MARC committee, has made
recommendations to the TEI that will fix this problem (Shieh).  However, these
recommendations have not yet been officially adopted by the TEI, and as such, cannot be
integrated into DAS’s encoding practices (Ahronheim, et al).  Until the recommendations
of the TEI2MARC group are adopted, it doesn’t seem practical to implement a solution
that extracts information from the TEI header.
Additionally, as mentioned earlier, the project intends to implement a system that
will track the digitization process from start to finish.  In order for this tracking database
to be effective, the texts will need to be entered into the database before the digitization
process is initiated.  Therefore, it would be impractical to wait until the SGML process is
completed to pull the information from the TEI header.  It may be possible to extract
some information from the MARC records of most of the titles DAS digitizes, however,
many of the items digitized by DAS do not have MARC records, especially rare or
manuscript materials.  Such a solution could not be used for all items digitized by the
project.
4.  Recommended Solution
Below we present a system that increases project efficiency and improves accuracy
in DAS’s HTML display pages.  The system is an example of a Web database solution.
Key pieces of information are stored in a relational database.  Computer programs
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interface with the database, writing HTML pages that use information stored in the
database. In this solution, the creation of the following pages is automated:  DAS author
index;  DAS title index; the author indexes for each of the five DAS projects;  menu pages
for each title; list of illustrations for each title; and pages to display each illustration.
Administrative forms that allow users to enter information into the database and update
that data are also presented.
Each of the pages listed above follows a consistent format, making it easy to
automate their creation; additionally, these pages can be generated using a relatively small
set of information.  This is important, because in developing the system, an effort was
made to keep the amount of required data entry as small as possible.  The new system
should save the time and effort of the project manager, rather than become a large time
sink.
The first major component of the solution is a relational database that is fed
information through web-accessible forms.  From a production standpoint, a major benefit
to having all the necessary information in a database is the ease with which a global change
could be made to the site in the future.  All the information that would be needed to
recreate the site could be pulled from the database and used to write the new files.
Additionally, a solution that uses a script to write the HTML pages will greatly reduce the
occurrence of errors in the pages. In addition to reducing errors, the database should save
the time of the project manager by requiring that commonly used information, such as
author and title information, need only be typed once.  It can be pulled from the database
from that point on.
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From a user interface point of view, a clear advantage to storing subject headings
in a relational database is the ease with which it will allow users to browse and search the
DAS collections by subject headings and keywords.  Currently, the project offers no
effective “browse by subject” feature.  Certainly, users of DAS would benefit from the
ability to locate materials about a particular topic, and the collection might possibly see
increased use because of this.
After deciding that a web database system would be the most efficient solution for
DAS, the next step was to decide which database server to use.  We chose MySQL
(http://www.mysql.org) as the database server for a few reasons:
· It is already installed on MetaLab.
· It is free when used for non-commercial purposes.
· MySQL is easy to maintain—a graduate student with a basic understanding of
relational databases could maintain this database, eliminating the need to hire
expensive professional support staff
· Although not as powerful as some commercial database products, MySQL is
sufficiently full-featured to support the needs of this project.
When compared with other free database servers that operate in the Unix
environment (specifically mSQL), MySQL is a much more powerful product (“How does
MySQL compare”).  It supports complex queries, including joins, which mSQL is
notoriously poor at handling.  MySQL also supports a large variety of group and string
functions, which will be useful if the database is to expanded to handle searching by
subject (“Database comparison”).  MySQL is capable of batch importing information. But
perhaps most importantly, it allows users to easily change table definitions and update the
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design of the database, which is essential if this solution is to be expanded (“How does
The scripts that interact with the database and write the HTML pages were written
in PHP (http://www.php3.org), a server-side scripting language that nicely interfaces with
MySQL databases.  PHP was chosen for this project for nearly the same reasons MySQL
was chosen:
· It is already installed on MetaLab.
· It is free.
· It is not a complicated language in which to program; a graduate student could easily
maintain the scripts presented below.
· PHP provides a nice set of built-in functions that make the scripting required to build
the pages relatively simple.
· PHP is a server-side technology; browser incompatibility problems are not
compounded by the introduction of client-side processing.
PHP was born in 1996, and has recently begun to attract the attention of the Web
community.   It borrows much of its syntax from C and Perl, and as a result, is easy for
individuals with knowledge of these languages to learn (Atkinson). Additionally, since
PHP is typically installed as a module for the Apache web server, PHP scripts are
generally faster than CGI scripts, and less costly in terms of CPU time and memory
(Gilmore).
In addition to the database and scripts, we also recommend a slight change to the
project’s current workflow. In the new process, we recommend that the information
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relating to the text should be entered into the database by the text’s encoder prior to
handing the encoded text to the project manager.  The project manager should create the
initial TEI header as in the current system, but we recommend that she notify the
cataloging department that they may begin work on the text before the HTML pages are
generated.  In the current system, the project manager creates the HTML display pages
prior to notifying the cataloging department.
After the cataloging is completed, the project manager may update the TEI header
and enter the cataloging information into the database using the provided web-accessible
form.  From there, is it simply a matter of running the various scripts that write the HTML
files using the information in the database.  No manual editing of HTML files should be
required.
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Figure 3:  Improved Publication Process
5.  System Documentation
This system contains two main parts—a MySQL database, and a series of PHP
programs that interact with the database.  The scripts insert information into the database
and update that information, and write DAS’s HTML files.
5.1  Database Design
The database consists of 9 tables, which are outlined below:
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Figure 4:  ER Diagram
book:  This table holds information relating to a particular text.
author:  This table holds information about an author.
book_author:  Tracks relationship between book and author.
about:  If the project has digitized supplemental materials relating to an author, references
to those materials are contained within this table.
funder:  Holds information about granting agencies and grant titles.
project:  Holds information about DAS projects.
book_project:  Tracks relationship between a book and a project.
image:  Holds information about images associated with a text.
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meta:  Holds subject headings associated with a text.
5.2  PHP Scripts
These scripts can be accessed from http:// etalab.unc.edu/kuhn/docsouth/admin.
Alternatively, the full source code for these scripts is included as Appendix D.
5.2.1  Data Entry/Maintenance
These forms have been created to allow the individual(s) responsible for DAS’s
data entry to easily interface with the database.  Forms have been created to handle the
most common tasks associated with adding author and title information to the database,
and updating that information if necessary.  Listed below are brief descriptions of the
function of each program.
newauth.phtml
This script is the first step in adding a new text.  When it is first accessed, it
presents an empty HTML form that allows the user to enter information about a new
author.  The form next submits to itself, and performs some error checking to make sure
the author hasn’t already been entered into the database.  If the author doesn’t already
exist, the author information is inserted into the database. The user receives a printed
confirmation of the information that has been entered, and is given the options of updating
the information just entered, or adding a book to the database that was written by this
author.
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updateauthor.phtml => doauthup.phtml
Updateauthor.phtml allows users to update the information relating to an author.
If it is accessed without being passed an authorID from another form, a select box first
appears which allows the user to select the author whose information is to be updated.
Once an author has been selected, an HTML form is displayed that contains the existing
author information.  The user makes any desired changes to this information using this
form, and submits the new information.  This form submits to doauthup.phtml, which
evaluates the information submitted by the user, then inserts the updated information into
the database.
newbook.phtml => confbook.phtml
This form allows a user to add information associated with a book to the database.
If no authorID has been passed to the script, the user will be prompted to choose the
book’s author from a select box.  Once an author has been selected, a form appears
through which users may submit the book’s bibliographic information.  This form also
allows the user to establish a relationship between the book and one or more DAS project,
and the book and a funding agency.
Newbook.phtml submits to confbook.html.  This form evaluates the information
submitted by the user, and if it is deemed valid, the information is entered into the
database.  The user receives a printed confirmation of the information that was submitted.
At this time, the user is given the option to update the book information, or to add an
illustration to this text.
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illustration.phtml => addill.phtml
This form allows a user to add information about an illustration or image to the
database, and associate the image with a book that is already in the database.  If no
bookID has been passed to the script, the user will be prompted to choose the appropriate
book from a select box.  Once a text has been selected, a blank form appears which
collects relevant information about the image, such as filename, any caption information,
and image height and width.  The form submits to itself, and after checking the
information submitted by the user for validity, the information is entered in the database.
At this time, the user is given the option to add another illustration to the book.
updatebook.phtml => dobookup.phtml
This form allows the user to update information associated with a particular text. If
no bookID has been passed to the script, the user will be prompted to choose the
appropriate book from a select box.  Once a book has been selected, a form appears that is
populated with the book’s current information.  The user may make any desired changes
to this information, and submit the changes.  This form submits to dobookup.phtml, which
checks that the changes entered by the user are valid, and submits the changes to the
database.
meta.phtml => addmeta.phtml
Meta.phtml allows the user to insert subject/keyword information associated with a
text into the database.  If a bookID has not been passed to the form, the user will be
prompted to choose the appropriate book from a select box.  The form submits to
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addmeta.phtml, which checks to make sure the user has entered valid information, and
then inserts the information into the database.  After the information has been inserted, the
user is given the option to add another heading for the same title.
5.2.2 HTML File Generation
The following scripts extract information from the database to write DAS’s
HTML display pages. The forms are accessible via the administrative tasks menu.  Making
these forms available via the Web has advantages and disadvantages.  On one hand, the
forms are easily accessible to the individuals who need to access them.  But on the other
hand, in order to run PHP scripts that write to a file from the web, the directory to which
the scripts are written must be world-writable.  Obviously, we do not recommend that
each text’s directory be made world-writable.  As a compromise, the scripts that write the
HTML files have been designed to write to a designated directory that is world-writable,
rather than the directory in which they will eventually reside.  After the files have been
written, they will have to be moved to the text’s home directory. We realize that this is an
extra step, but felt that it was worth the extra effort in order to make the forms accessible
via the Web.
write_author.phtml
This program queries the database for a list of all the books ready to be viewed by
the public. It lists the texts by author, providing links to the menu page for each text.
write_titles.phtml
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This program queries the database for a list of all the books ready to be viewed by
the public. It lists the texts by title, providing links to the menu page for each text.
write_menu.phtml
This program queries the database for information associated with a particular
text, based upon the text requested by the system user.  The script pulls the necessary
information from the database, then writes a menu page for the text.  This page contains
links to the book’s HTML and SGML files, links to images, and links to bibliographic
information about the author, if applicable.
write_illustr.phtml
This program checks to see if there are any illustrations within the body of the text,
then writes an HTML page that provides a link to each illustration.  Included beside each
link is the caption of the illustration it links to.  The project’s current listing of illustrations
provides only the page number, not the image’s caption.  The version generated by this
script is offered as an alternative solution.
write_indiv.phtml
This program writes HTML files for each image associated with the specified text.
The pages contain the author and title information along with the images and image
captions.  If a height and width is specified for an image, it is included within the HTML
image tag.
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write_texts.phtml
This script acts much like write_authors.phtml, except it only displays the titles
that belong to a given project.  The program expects to be passed a project ID.  If no
project ID has been passed to this program, a select box is generated, through which the
user selects the project for which an index is to be generated.
6.  Summary of Benefits.
The system recommended in the preceding sections will provide DAS with many
benefits, including reducing the amount of time spent on HTML page creation, reducing
the occurrence of errors in HTML pages, and the possibility of providing greater subject
access to materials.
Figure 5:  HTML Pages created by scripts in recommended system
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By putting off the creation of the HTML files until cataloging is completed, any
errors found in the SGML text will only need to be corrected in one place.  In the
project’s current system, one error might need to be corrected in several different
locations. While the recommended procedure will delay the publication of the texts
slightly, we feel that this practice will eventually save time by requiring less duplication of
effort on the part of the project manager.  This practice will also result in a higher-quality
product, because a text will not be published on the web until the catalogers have verified
that the information contained in the TEI header is correct.
Because the information needed to create the project’s HTML pages is stored in a
database, it will be relatively easy to change the appearance of the site if desired.
7.  Further Recommendations
This solution is presented as a prototype to demonstrate the benefits that a web-
database solution could bring to Documenting the American South.  The scripts presented
were created to give project management an idea of the possibilities such a system .  If
DAS intends to implement a solution similar to the model presented in this paper, we
would make a few further recommendations.
As presented, the scripts include some repetitive information, such as standard
headers and footers, that should be saved in one file and included in the scripts that write
the files.  In this way, if the header design is to be changed, it will only need to be changed
in one place.
When the technology is more widely supported, the project might consider using
Cascading Style Sheets with its HTML pages.  This would reduce the amount of clutter in
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the HTML files by eliminating the copious amounts of formatting information that is now
included in these pages.   CSS also provide the added benefit of making changes in the
appearance of a file easy to implement.  This would mean that if the project were to
change the appearance of its pages, all of the HTML files would not need to be re-created.
Only the style sheet would need to be changed.
We recommend that the project implement a tracking database with the proposed
web-database solution.  Adding the tables necessary to track this information can be easily
accomplished due to MySQL’s flexibility in redefining table definitions.
Finally, since we suggest that the subject headings associated with a text be stored
in a database, we recommend that these subject headings be used to create a “browse by
subject” feature.  Such a feature would undoubtedly allow the project’s collections to be
utilized more effectively by users who are unfamiliar with the content of the materials
presented by DAS.
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Appendix A
Documenting the American South Project Background
Documenting the American South (DAS) is a digital collection of primary source
materials that present a Southern view of American history, culture, and society.
Materials dating from colonial times through the beginning of the 20th century are included
in the collection.  Many formats have been digitized for the collection, including diaries,
letters, government documents, sermons, and commercially printed matter.  The items
digitized by DAS are freely available for personal and educational use.  The project is
sponsored by the Academic Affairs Library at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill.
Materials are digitized on site using OCR software.  Scanned materials are
proofread for accuracy, and encoded in SGML according to the Text Encoding Initiative
Guidelines.  Materials are made available on the Web in both TEI/SGML and HTML
formats.  As of July 1999, DAS is composed of five digitization projects: first-person
narratives; Southern literature; slave narratives; Confederate imprints; and materials
related to the black church.
"First-Person Narratives of the American South" received a $75,000 grant in the
1996/97 Library of Congress/Ameritech National Digital Library Competition.  This
project focused on digitizing the diaries, memoirs, and autobiographies of relatively
inaccessible members of American Southern society.  Work on this project was completed
in February, 1999.
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"A Digitized Library of Southern Literature" is an ongoing project sponsored by
the UNC Library.  The goal of this project is to digitize 100 of the most important works
of Southern literature written before 1920.  The selection of these texts was made by the
late Robert Bain, Professor of English at UNC.  As of July 1999, the project is more than
50% complete.
"North American Slave Narratives" won a $111,000 grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.  The goal of this project is to digitize all of the known
North American slave narratives published before 1920.  Work on this grant began in
February, 1999.
"The Southern Homefront, 1861-1865" documents the details of Southern home
life and the Southern political scene during the Civil War.  Digitized materials include state
and government documents, hymnals, sermons, broadsides, and materials in many other
formats.  The project won a l998 National Leadership Grant Award of almost $139,000
from the Institute of Museum and Library Services.
"The Church in the Southern Black Community" has just won a $75,000 grant
from the 1998/99 Library of Congress/Ameritech National Digital Library Competition.
Work on this grant is scheduled to begin in August, 1999.  The goal of this project is to
document the changing role of the Christian Protestant church in the African-American
community, from colonial times through the early part of the 20th century. (DAS web site)
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Appendix B
Introduction to SGML/TEI
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML; ISO 8879) is an international
standard for the representation of electronic documents.  It was developed in an attempt
to create documents that would retain their intellectual content independent of any specific
computer platform.  (Spergerg-McQueen and Burnard) SGML is an instance of what is
referred to as “descriptive markup” in electronic publishing.  Descriptive markup differs
from its opposite, “procedural markup,” in one major way.  In descriptive markup, an
element of the text that needs special attention is surrounded by a tag that describes the
element.  For instance, a heading might be surrounded by a tag called </HEAD>.  No
formatting information is included within a pure SGML document.  Processing
instructions may be included in a separate document called a style sheet.  In the style
sheet, it might be noted that items surrounded by the </HEAD> tag should be centered on
the page, and displayed in red, in arial, 24 point.
A typical word-processed document is an excellent example of procedural markup.
In such a document, an element is not described according to the intellectual content of
the element.  Rather, it is often described only according to the processing instructions
attached to it.  So the same heading from the example above would not be defined as a
heading.  It would only be noted that the line should be centered, displayed in red, in 24
point arial.  Additionally, in most instances of procedural markup, the document can only
be viewed using the same software that was originally used to create the document.  This
idea is completely against the ideals of SGML, which was developed specifically to avoid
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the problems that were caused by proprietary methods of procedural markup.  Namely,
SGML’s goal was to promote the easy exchange of electronic information, regardless of
the platform of the user. (Sperberg-McQueen and Burnard)
One of the most powerful features of SGML is its ability to represent virtually any
type of document.  This is possible because document types may be defined by anyone
with the desire and the technical ability to do so.  An SGML Document Type Definition
(DTD) is a file that contains what could be best described as a set of rules for a particular
document type.  In essence, the DTD tries to anticipate the intellectual content of a certain
type of document, and defines a set of tags that are used to describe the most significant
elements of that document type.
The Text Encoding Initiative (TEI; http://www.tei-c.org/), which has just
celebrated its tenth anniversary, is a group of humanities scholars that gathered together to
create a DTD that can be used to describe works of literature, including prose, poetry, and
drama.  The entire TEI DTD is huge, containing hundreds of tags (TEI Consortium).
Documenting the American South uses a subset of the TEI DTD called TEI Lite.
The most important component of a TEI document is a group of tags, or tag set,
that precedes all TEI documents, called the TEI header (Sperberg-McQueen, Burnard).  A
TEI header is a set of tags that holds information about the electronic document.  The TEI
header contains bibliographic data, information about the original source of the electronic
text, and version information.  The TEI header may also contain subject headings that
describe the document.  It is often called “an electronic title page,” because it presents
information similar to that contained on the title page of a paper document (Shieh).
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Appendix C
Data Dictionary
Field/Table Name Data type Flags Definition
Table: about Contains references to author
biographical information, if it exists
authID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
author
base_dir Char(20) not_null Directory in which the file may be
found
base_file Char(20) not_null Name of file
Table:  author Contains basic author information
authID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
author
first Char(100) Author’s first name
middle Char(100) Author’s middle name
last Char(250)not_null Author’s last name.  If author is a
group instead of an individual, place
name of group in this field, leaving
other name fields blank.
dob Char(20) Author’s birth and death dates, if
known
Table:  book_author Tracks relationship between book and
author
bookID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
book
authID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
author
Table:  book Holds information relating to a text
bookID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
book
title Char(250) Title of book
article Char(4) Initial article preceding title of book,
such as The, A, An
publisher Char(250) Publisher of book
pub_place Char(250) Place book was published
doc_date Char(250) Date book was published
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pages Char(6) Number of pages in the book
extent Char(10) File size. ex. 800K,  1.4MB
base_dir Char(20) Directory in which files associated
with this text are located
base_file Char(20) File name of HTML and SGML files,
minus extension
funderID Int(11) Unique identifier assigned to the
agency that funded publication of the
book.
Web Char(5) Indicates whether the text is ready to
be published on the project indices.
Table:  book_project Establishes relationship between a
book and a project
bookID Int(11) not_null, pk Unique identifier assigned to each
book
projID Int(11) not_null, pk Unique identifier assigned to each
project
Table:  funder Holds information about granting
agencies
funderID Int(11) not_null, pk Unique identifier assigned to the
agency that funded publication of the
book.
name Char(250) Official name/title of the grant
agency Char(250) Name of the agency that awarded the
grant.
Table:  image Holds information about images.
bookID Int(11) not_null, pk Unique identifier assigned to each
book
filename Char(20) not_null, pk Name of image file
caption Char(250) Caption for illustration
html Char(10) Name of HTML page on which this
image will be displayed. Same as
<FIGURE ID=””> in SGML file
location Char(50) Place that the image is located within
the text.  For
example:  Cover, Frontispiece, Facing
p. 22.
place Char(10) Is the image part of the book’s front
matter or part of the body?  Either
front, body, or menu (for small.jpg
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only)
width Int(5) Pixel width of image.
height Int(5) Pixel height of image.
Table:  meta Holds meta information associated
with a text.
bookID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
book
content Char(250) For information contained within
<META type=”content”>
Table:  project Holds information about DAS projects
projID Int(11) not_null Unique identifier assigned to each
project
base_dir Char(10) Name of project’s home directory
color Char(10) Color associated with project.
name Char(250) Name of the project.  Example:
“Library of Southern Literature”
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Appendix D
Source Code
Database Insertions/Updates
newauth.phtml
<html><head><title>Documenting the American South: Add new
author</title></head>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Add new author</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* if author info has not been submitted, get info. form will submit
back to itself. */
if ($flag== "")
{
?>
<p>
<b>Enter Author Information:</b>
<form action="<? echo $PHP_SELF ?>" method="post">
<table>
<tr>
<td>First Name:</td>
<td><input name="first" type=" text" size="20"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Name(s)/Initial(s):</td>
<td><input name="middle" type="text" size="20"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name:</td>
<td><input name="last" type="text" size="50"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td><input name="dob" type="text" size="20"></td>
</tr>
<tr><td colspan="2"><p><br><b> Biographical
Information</B><br></td></tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there biographical information for this author?:</td>
<td><input name="bio" type="radio" value="yes">Yes  <input
name="bio" type="radio" value="no"> No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Directory where biography is located:</td>
<td><input name="bio_dir" type="text" size="20"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File name of biography (do not include file extension):</td>
<td><input name="bio_file" type="te xt" size="20"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<p>
<input type="hidden" name="flag" value="1">
<input type="submit" value="Add Author">
<input type="reset" value="Clear the Form">
</form>
<?php
} //end if flag == ""
/* if author info has been submitted, this loop will insert info into db
*/
if($flag == 1)
{
$db = “xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user = “xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
/* establish connection with db */
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
$check = "select * from author where first='$first' and
middle='$middle' and last='$last' and dob='$dob'";
$checkres = mysql_query($check, $conn) or die("Error on error
checking." . " " . mysql_error() );
$rows = mysql_num_rows($checkres);
if ($rows > 0)
{
echo "Sorry, th is author exists. It cannot be entered
twice.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}//end else
else
{
/*error checking. require last name */
if ($last == "")
{
echo "You must enter a last name";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else
{
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/* if lastname has been defined, add author information to
db */
$query = "insert into author(first, middle, last, dob)
values('$first', '$middle', '$last', '$dob')";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Error
inserting records" ." " . mysql_error() );
/* give printed confirmation to user */
echo "<p>Records added sucessfully!\n";
echo "<p><b>You entered the following author
information:</b><br>\n";
echo "First Name: $first <br>Middle Name: $middle
<br>Last Name: $last<br>  Dates: $dob\n";
/* get authorID, so it can be used later in the form
*/
$select = "select authorID from author where
first='$first' and middle='$middle' and last='$last'
and dob='$dob'";
$selres = mysql_query($select, $conn);
$id = mysql_result($selres, 0, authorID);
/* insert biographical information, if it exists */
if ($bio == "yes")
{
$insert = "insert into about(authID, base_dir,
base_file) values($id, '$bio_dir',
'$bio_file')";
mysql_query($insert, $conn) or die("could not
insert biographical information" . " " .
mysql_error() );
echo "<p><b>The following biographical
information has been entered:</b> <br>";
echo "Directory name: $bio_dir<br>File Name:
$bio_file";
}
/* Specify that no biographical info was entered, if
it is so */
else
{
echo "<p>No biographical information has been
entered for this author";
}
echo "<p><a href='newbook.phtml?authorID=$id'>Add a
title by $first $middle $last</a>";
echo "<br><a
href='updateauthor.phtml?authorID=$id'>Update this
record</a>";
echo "<br><a href='index.html'>Administrative Tasks
Menu Page</a>";
}//end else
}//end else
mysql_close($conn);
}//end if flag == 1
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?>
</body>
</html>
updateauthor.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Update author
information</title>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Update author
information</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* establish connection with db */
$db = “XXX”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user = “XXX”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* if an authorID has not been submitted to this form,
generate a select box, and submit selection back to this form */
if ($authorID == "")
{
$query = "select authorID, first, middle, last from author order
by last";
/* get list of authors, create select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "Select an Author: <select name='authorID'>";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[3], $row[1] $row[2]
\n";
}//end for
echo "</select><input type='submit' value='Fetch
Records'></form>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}//end if
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/* if authorID has been passed to form, go to this loop */
else
{
$query = "s elect * from author where authorID=$authorID";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
/* get all records associated with the author, populate form with
current info */
?>
<form action="doauthup.phtml" method="post">
<table>
<tr>
<td>First Name:</td>
<td><input name="first" type="text" size="20" value="<?php echo
$row[0]?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Name(s)/Initial(s):</td>
<td><input name="middle" type="text" size="20" value="<?php echo
$row[1]?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Name:</td>
<td><input name="last" type="text" size="50" value="<?php echo
$row[2]?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dates:</td>
<td><input name="dob" type="text" size="20" value="<?php echo
$row[3]?>"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="authorID" value="<?php echo $authorID?>">
<input type="submit" value="Make changes to record">
</form>
<?php
}//end else
mysql_close($conn);
?>
</body>
</html>
doauthup.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Updated author
information</title>
<body>
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<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Updated author
information</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* establish connection with db */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/*error checking. require last name */
if ($last == "")
{
echo "You must enter a last name";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else
{
/* formulate update quer y */
$query = "update author set first='$first', middle='$middle',
last='$last', dob='$dob' where authorID=$authorID";
/* do update query */
mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Could not insert records");
/* give printed confirmation to user */
echo "<p><b>You entered the following author
information:</b><br>";
echo "First Name: $first<br>Middle Name: $middle<br>Last Name:
$last<br>Dates: $dob\n";
echo "<p>Changes were successful.";
mysql_close($conn);
}
?>
<p><a href="index.html">Administrative Tasks menu</a>
</body>
</html>
newbook.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Add a new book</title>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Add a new book</h2>
<hr>
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<form action="confbook.phtml" method="post">
<?php
/* establish connection with mysql server*/
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
?>
<table border='0'>
<tr>
<td colspan='2'><b>Bibliographic Information</b></td><tr>
</tr>
<?php
/* if authorID has not been passed, create select box */
if ($authorID == "")
{
$query = "select authorID, first, middle, last from author order
by last";
/* get list of authors */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
echo "<tr><td>Select an Author:</td><td><select
name='authorID'>";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[3], $row[1] $row[2]
\n";
}//end for
echo "</select></td></tr>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}//end if
/* if authorID has been selected */
else
{
$query = "select first, middle, last from author where
authorID=$authorID";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
if($err)
{
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   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<tr><td><input type='hidden' name='authorID'
value='$authorID'> ";
echo "Author:</td><td>$row[0] $row[1] $row[2]</td></tr>";
}
mysql_free_result($result);
}//end else
?>
<tr>
<td>Article preceding title (e.g., The, An, A):</td>
<td><input type="text" size="3" name="article"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="title"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="publisher"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Publication:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="pub_place"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of Publication:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="pub_date"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="4" name="pages"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan='2'><p><br><b>File/Directory Information</b></td><tr>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Size:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="6" name="file_size"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Name:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="base_dir"></td>
</tr>
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<tr>
<td>File Name:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="base_file"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan='2'><p><br><b>Project Information</b></td><tr>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funder:</td>
<td><select name="funderID">
<option value="">
<?php
/* generate list of funders */
$agency = "select agency, funderID from funder";
$result = mysql_query($agency, $conn);
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ($i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++)
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[1]'>$row[0]\n";
}
mysql_free_result($result);
?>
</select></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td valign="top">Project:</td>
<td><select multiple name="proj_id[]">
<?php
/* generate list of projects */
$project = "select name, projID from project";
$result = mysql_query($project, $conn);
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ($i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++)
{
$row = mysql _fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[1]'>$row[0]\n";
}
mysql_free_result($result);
?>
</select></td>
</tr>
</table>
<p><input type="submit" value="Add this text">
</form>
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<p><a href="index.html">Return to Administrative Tasks Menu</a>
<?php
mysql_close($conn);
?>
</body>
</html>
confbook.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Book added</title>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Book Added</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* Error checking */
$num_proj = count($proj_id);
if ($num_proj < 1)
{
echo "You must select at least one project. ";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($title == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a Title.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($base_dir == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a directory.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($base_file == "")
{
echo "< p>You must enter a file name.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
/* end error checking.  */
else
{
/* display information entered */
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echo"<h3>You entered the following information</h3>\n";
echo "Article: $article<br>\n";
echo "Title: $title<br>\n";
echo "Publisher: $publisher<br>\n";
echo "Date of Publication: $pub_date<br>\n";
echo "Place of Publication: $pub_place<br>\n";
echo "Pages: $pages<br>\n";
echo "File Size: $file_size<br>\n";
echo "Directory: $base_dir<br>\n";
echo "File Name: $base_file<br>\n";
/*now start database connection*/
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* insert statement */
$query = "insert into book(article, title, publisher, pub_place,
doc_date, pages, extent, base_dir, base_file, funderID)";
$query .=  "values ('$article', '$title', '$publisher', '$pub_place', '
$pub_date', $pages, '$file_size', '$base_dir', '$base_file',
$funderID)";
/* do insert */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
 echo "<p>Could not add this book to the database.";
}
else
{
echo "<p>Book added sucessfully!";
/* get bookID just created so it can be passed to other forms */
$select = "select bookID from book where base_dir='$base_dir'";
$result = mysql_query($select, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if ($err)
{
echo "<p>Error! Could not retrieve bookID.\n";
}
/* create relationship between book and author */
$bookID = mysql_result($result, 0, bookID);
$book_auth = "insert into book_author(bookID, authorID) values
($bookID, $authorID)";
mysql_query($book_auth, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if ($err)
{
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echo "<p>Error! Could not create relationship between book
and author.\n";
}
else
{
echo "<p>Successfully created relationship between book and
author.\n";
}
/* create relationship between book and projects it is associated with
*/
for ($i = 0; $i < $num_proj; $i++)
{
$pid =  $proj_id[$i] ;
$book_proj = "insert into book_project(bookID, projID)
values ($bookID, $pid)";
mysql_query($book_proj, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if ($err)
{
echo "<p>Could not create relationship between book
and project.\n";
}
else
{
echo "<p>Successfully created relationship between
book and project.";
}
?>
<p>This book has been added successfully.
<p><a href="illustration.phtml?bookID=<?php echo
$bookID?>">Add illustration information for this book</a>
<br><a href="updatebook.phtml?bookID=<?php echo
$bookID?>">Update this information</a>
<br><a href="index.html">Administrative tasks menu</a>
<?php
}
} /*end if no errors*/
mysql_close($conn);
} /* end if all info is intact */
?>
illustration.phtml
<html><head><title>Documenting the American South: Add
Illustrations</title></head>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Add
Illustrations</h2>
<hr>
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<p>
<table>
<?php
/*establish connection with db server */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* if bookID was not passed to form, select book now, and submit form
back to itself */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles to populate select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book for which you want to add image
imformation: <p><select name='bookID'>\n";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[1] $row[2]\ n";
}//end for
echo "</select><br>\n";
echo "<p><input type='submit' value='Add Illustration to
this text'>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}
/* if bookID was passed to form */
else
{
$query = "select article, title from book where boo kID=$bookID";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
if($err)
{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
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} // end if error
/* display text to which illustration info is being added */
else
{
$title = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<form action='ad dill.phtml' method='post'>";
echo "<tr><td><input type='hidden' name='bookID'
value='$bookID'> ";
echo "Book to which you're adding image
Information:</td><td>$title[0] $title[1]<td></tr>";
}
?>
<tr>
<td valign="top">Is this image part of the text's fr ont matter,
<br>
or is it an illustration from within the text body?:</td>
<td><select name="place"><option value="front">Front<option
value="body">Body</select></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name:</td>
<td><input name="filename" type="text" size="15"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Page number:</td>
<td><input type="checkbox" name="facing" value="Facing p. "> <font
size="-1">Facing page? Check box if illustration appears on facing
page</font>
      <br><input name="location" type="text" size="15"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
        <td>Caption:</td>
        <td><input name="caption" type="text" size="50"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
        <td>Width:</td>
        <td><input name="width" type="text" size="5"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height:</td>
<td><input name="height" type="text" size="5"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="bookID" value="<? echo $bookID?>">
<input type="submit" value="Add Illustration"> <input type="reset"
value="Clear the Form">
<?php
 }//end else
?>
</form>
</body>
</html>
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addill.phtml
<html><head><title>Added Illustration</title></head>
<body>
<h2>Added Illustration</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* establish connection with db */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* error checking. Check to see that required fields contain data */
if ($filename == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a File Name.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($place == "")
{
echo "<p>You must specify if image belongs to front or body.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
/*
else if ($height == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter image height.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($width == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter image width.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
*/
/* end error check */
/* display information user entered */
echo "<h3>You entered the following information:</h3><br>\n";
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echo " File Name: $filename<br> Location: $facing $location <br>Caption:
$caption <br>Image Width: $width <br>Image Height: $height <br>Front or
Body?: $place";
/* do insert */
$query = "insert into image(filename, location, caption, width, height,
bookID, place) values ('$filename', '$facing$location', '$caption',
$width, $height, $bookID, '$place')";
mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Error inserting records." .  " " .
mysql_error() );
echo"<p>Records inserted successfully!\n";
echo "<p><a href='illustration.phtml?bookID=$bookID'>Add another
illustration to this text</a>\n";
mysql_close($conn);
?>
<p><a href="index.html">Administrative tasks menu</a>
</body>
</html>
updatebook.phtml
<html><head><title>Documenting the American South: Update Book
Information</title></head>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Update Book
Information</h2>
<hr>
<p>
<table>
<?php
/* create connection with db */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* if bookID has not been passed to the form, create select box, and
submit selection
back to this page */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
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   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book you want to update:<select
name='bookID'>";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
   echo "<option value='$row[0 ]'>$row[1] $row[2]\n";
}//end for
echo "</select></td></tr>";
echo "<input type='submit' value='Fetch Records'></form>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}//end if $bookID=""
/* if bookID has been passed to the page, go directly to this loop */
else
{
/* get all fields from associated book to populate table */
$query = "select * from book where bookID=$bookID";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Error on query");
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
$article=$row[9];
$title=$ row[0];
$publisher=$row[1];
$pub_place=$row[2];
$doc_date=$row[3];
$pages=$row[4];
$extent=$row[5];
$base_dir=$row[6];
$base_file=$row[7];
$funderID=$row[8];
echo "<form action='dobookup.phtml' method='post'><table
border='0'>";
?>
<tr>
<td>Article preceding title (e.g., The, An, A):</td>
<td><input type="text" size="3" name="article" value="<?php echo
$article?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="title" value="<?php echo
$title?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publisher:</td>
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<td><input type="text" size="50" name="publisher" value="<?php echo
$publisher?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Publication:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="pub_place" value="<?php echo
$pub_place?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of Publication:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="pub_date" value="<?php echo
$doc_date?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Pages:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="4" name="pages" value="<?php echo
$pages?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan='2'><p><br><b>File/Directory Information</b></td><tr>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Size:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="6" name="file_size" value="<?php echo
$extent?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directory Name:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="base_dir" value="<?php echo
$base_dir?>"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File Name:</td>
<td><input type="text" size="50" name="base_file" value="<?php echo
$base_file?>"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="bookID" value="<?php echo $bookID?>">
<p><input type="submit" value="Update Records">
</form>
<p><a href="index.html">Return to Administrative Tasks Menu</a>
<?php
}//end else
mysql_close($conn);
?>
</body>
</html>
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dobookup.phtml
<html>
<head>
<title>Documenting the American South: Updated book information</title>
</head>
<body>
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Updated book
information</title>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Updated Book
Information</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* error checking. require bookID, title, base_dir, and base_file */
if ($bookID == "")
{
echo "<p>Error! bookID not defined.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($title == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a Title.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($base_dir == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a directory.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else if ($base_file == "")
{
echo "<p>You must enter a file name.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
}
else
{
/* display information entered */
echo"<h3>You entered the following information</h3>\n";
echo "<p>BookID: $bookID<br>\n";
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echo "Article: $article<br>\n";
echo "Title: $title<br>\n";
echo "Publisher: $publisher<br>\n";
echo "Date of Publication: $pub_date<br>\n";
echo "Place of Publication: $pub_place<br>\n";
echo "Pages: $pages<br>\n";
echo "File Size: $file_size<br>\n";
echo "Directory: $base_dir<br>\n";
echo "File Name: $base_file<br>\n";
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
/* create connection with database */
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* update records */
$query = "update book set article='$article', title='$title',
publisher='$publisher', doc_date='$pub_date', pub_place='$pub_place',
pages=$pages, extent='$file_size', base_dir='$base_dir',
base_file='$base_file' where bookID=$bookID";
mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Could not update records" ." " .
mysql_error());
/* confirmation of changes */
echo "<p>Changes were successful.\n";
/*close connection */
mysql_close($conn);
}
?>
<p><a href="index.html">Administrative Tasks menu</a>
</body>
</html>
meta.phtml
<html><head><title>Documenting the American South: Add Meta
information</title></head>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Add Meta
Information</h2>
<hr>
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<p>
<table>
<?php
/*establish connection with db server */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* if bookID was not passed to form, select book now, and submit form
back to itself */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles to populate select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
     echo "Error  querying database.";
      } // end if error
else
{
      echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book for which you want to add meta
information: <p><select name='bookID'>\n";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
   echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[1] $row[2]\n";
}//end for
echo "</select><br>\n";
echo "<p><input type='submit' value='Add heading to this
text'>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}
/* if bookID was passed to form */
else
{
$query = "select article, title from book where bookID=$bookID";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
if($err)
{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
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/* display text to which illustration info is being added */
else
{
$title = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<form action='addmeta.phtml' method='post'>";
echo "<tr><td colspan='2'><input type='hidden' name='bookID'
value='$bookID'> ";
$article = $title[0];
$title = $title[1];
echo "Adding heading for:  $article $title<td></tr>";
}
?>
<tr>
<td valign="top">Subject Heading:</td>
<td><input name="keyword" type="text" size="70"></td>
</tr>
</table>
<input type="hidden" name="bookID" value="<? echo $bookID?>">
<input type="submit" value="Add this Heading"> <input type="reset"
value="Clear the Form">
<?php
 }//end else
?>
</form>
</body>
</html>
addmeta.phtml
<html><head><title>Added Meta information</title></head>
<body>
<h2>Added Heading</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* establish connection with db */
$db=“xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* error checking. Check to see that required fields contain data */
if ($keyword == "")
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{
echo "<p>No heading was e ntered.";
echo "<form><input type='button' value='Try Again'
onclick=history.back()></form>";
echo "<p>Or go to <a href='index.html'>administrative tasks
menu.</a>";
}
/* end error check */
/* display information user entered */
echo "<h3>You entered the following information:</h3><br>\n";
echo "$keyword<br>";
/* do insert */
$query = "insert into meta(bookID, content) values ($bookID,
'$keyword')";
mysql_query($query, $conn) or die("Error inserting records." .  " " .
mysql_error() );
echo"<p>Records inserted successfully!\n";
echo "<p><a href='meta.phtml?bookID=$bookID'>Add another heading for
this text</a>\n";
mysql_close($conn);
?>
<p><a href="index.html">Administrative tasks menu</a>
</body>
</html>
User Interface Scripts
write_menu.phtml
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Write Menu
Page</title></head>
<h2>Write Menu Page</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/* db variables */
$db = “XXX”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user = “XXX”;
$pass = “mypass”;
$conn = mysql_connect ($host, $user, $pass) or die ("Could not connect
to server");
mysql_select_db($db);
/* This script expects to be passed bookID
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if bookID was not passed to form, select book now, and submit form back
to itself */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles to populate select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // e nd if error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book for which you want to create a menu
page: <p><select name='bookID'>\n";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
   echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[1] $row[2]\n";
}//end for
echo "</select><br>\n";
echo "<p><input type='submit' value='Write menu page for
this text'>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}
/* if bookID was passed to form */
else
{
/* SGML viewer */
 $viewer = "<a
href=\"http://www.interleaf.com/Panorama/index.html\">Panorama</a>";
 /* get authorID  */
 $query = "select * from book_author where bookID = $bookID";
 $res = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $row = mysql_fetch_array($res);
 $authID = $row["authorID"];
 /* get author information */
 $query = "select * from author where authorID = $authID";
 $res = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $auth = mysql_fetch_array($res);
 $authorID = $auth["authorID"];
 $first = $auth["first"];
 $middle = $auth["middle"];
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 $last = $auth["last"];
 $dob = $auth["dob"];
/* get book information */
 $query = "select * from book where bookID = $bookID";
 $res = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $book = mysql_fetch_array($res);
 $title = $book["article"] . " " . $book["title"];
 $pub = $book["publisher"];
 $pubdate = $book["doc_date"];
 $pubplace = $book["pub_place"];
 $pp = $book["pages"];
 $size = $book["extent"];
 $dir = $book["base_dir"];
 $file = $book["base_file"];
 $funder = $book["funderID"];
 /* get small image information */
 $query = "select * from image where bookID = $bookID and filename like
'small%'";
 $smallres = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $smallData = mysql_fetch_array($smallres);
 $height = $smallData["height"];
 $width = $smallData["width"];
 $smallFile = $smallData["filename"];
 /* get image info */
 $query = "select * from image where bookID = $bookID and place =
'front'";
 $fimages = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $numfImages = mysql_num_rows($fimages);
 $query = "select * from image where bookID = $bookID and place =
'body'";
 $bimages = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $numbImages = mysql_num_rows($bimages);
 /* get about the author information */
 $query = "select * from about where authID=$authorID";
 $res = mysql_query($query, $conn);
 $about = mysql_fetch_array($res);
 $aboutDir = $about["base_dir"];
 $aboutFile = $about["base_file"];
 $aboutLink = "../$aboutDir/$aboutFile.html";
/*get project information*/
 $query = "select * from book_project join project ";
 $query .= "where book_project.projID = project.projID ";
 $query .= "and book_project.bookID = $bookID";
 $projects = mysql_query($query, $conn);
 $numProjects = mysql_num_rows ($projects);
$titleText = $last . ", " . $first;
 if ($middle != "")
 {
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  $titleText .= " " . $middle;
 }
 $titleText .= ". $title.";
 $name = $first . " ";
 if ($middle != "")
 {
  $name .= $middle . " ";
 }
 $name .= $last;
 if ($dob != "")
 {
  $dateInfo = ", " . $dob;
 }
 $pubInfo = $pubplace . ": " . $pub . ", " . $pubdate;
$fp = fopen("write/menu.html", "w");
fwrite($fp, "<head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<title> $titleText  </title>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<body background='images/ils.jpg' link=#006699
vlink=black>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<p align=center><img src='images/aaldas.gif' width=500
height=45 alt='University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Libraries'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<p align=center><font
size='5'>$name$dateInfo</font><br>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<font size='4' color='red'>$title</font><br>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<font size=3>$pubInfo<BR></font>\n");
if ($smallres)
{
fwrite($fp, "<blockquote>\n");
if ($height != "" && $width != "")
{
fwrite($fp, "<p><img src='$smallFile' height='$height'
width='$width' align='right' alt='Illustration'><p>\n");
}
else
{
fwrite($fp, "<p><img src='$smallFile' align='right'
alt='Illustration'><p>\n");
}
}
fwrite($fp, "<ul>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<p><br>\n");
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fwrite($fp, "<font size='4'>Full Text</font> $pp pages, ca.
$size</br>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<LI><a href='$file.html'>HTML file</a>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<LI><a href='$file.sgml'>SGML/TEI file</a>\n");
fwrite($fp, "for use with $viewer<br></ul>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<p>\n");
if ($numfImages > 0 )
{
fwrite($fp, "<ul><font size='4'>Illustrations</font>\n");
$imageCount = 0;
while ($imageCount < $numfImages)
{
  $image=mysql_fetch_array($fimages);
  $imageFile = $image["file_name"];
  $html = $image["html"];
  $imageLoc = $image["location"];
  $imageLocEnc = urlencode($imageLoc);
  if ($imageLoc  != "menu")
 {
 $imageLink = "<A HREF='$html.html'>";
 fwrite($fp, "<LI>$imageLink$imageLoc</a><br>\n");
  }
$imageCount++;
}
if ($numbImages > 0)
{
$imageLink = "<A HREF='illustr.phtml'>";
fwrite($fp, "<LI>$imageLink List of
Illustrations</a><br>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "</ul>");
}
if ($aboutFile != "")
{
fwrite($fp, "<ul><font size='4'>Biographical
Information</font>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<LI><A HREF='$aboutLink'>About $name</A>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "</ul>");
if ($funder != "")
{
$query = "s elect name from funder where funderID=$funder";
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$name = mysql_fetch_row($result);
$grant = $name[0];
mysql_free_result($result);
fwrite($fp, "<ul><p><font size='-1'>Funding from $grant supported
the electronic publication of this title.</font></ul>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<br clear=right>");
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fwrite($fp, "<HR size=3 width='80%' align='center'>\n");
if ($numProjects > 0)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
$projCount = 0;
while ($projCount < $numProjects)
{
$project = mysq l_fetch_array($projects);
$projName = $project["name"];
$projColor = $project["color"];
$projDir = $project["base_dir"];
fwrite($fp, "<A href='../$projDir/$projDir.html'><img
src='../images/$projColorarrow.gif' border=0 align='center'
alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to " . '"' . "$projName" . '"' .  " Home
Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$projCount++;
}
}
fwrite($fp, "<A href='../index.html'><img src='images/bluearrow.gif'
border=0 align='center' alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South</I> Home
Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<FONT size=2>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "&copy; Copyright 1999 by the Academic Affairs Library, The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all rights reserved.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>");
fwrite($fp, "<A
HREF='mailto:docsouth@listserv.unc.edu'><B>Feedback</B></A>");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>");
fwrite($fp, "URL: http://metalab.unc.edu/$dir/menu.html<BR>\n");
$update = date("F d, Y");
fwrite($fp, "Last Update: $update\n");
fwrite($fp, "</FONT></P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</blockquote>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</body></html>\n");
echo "Wrote Menu successfully.  <a href='menu.html'>Check it out.</a>";
}
mysql_close($conn);
?>
</html>
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write_illustr.phtml
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Write List of
Illustrations</title></head>
<h2>Write List of Illustrations</h2>
<hr>
<?php
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pass = "xxx";
$db = “xxx”;
$conn = mysql_connect ($host, $user, $pass);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* if bookID was not passed to form, select book now, and submit form
back to itself */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles to populate select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book for which you want to write a list
of illustrations: <p><select name='bookID'>\n";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
   echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[1] $row[ 2]\n";
}//end for
echo "</select><br>\n";
echo "<p><input type='submit' value='Write list of
illustrations'>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}
/* if bookID was passed to form */
else
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{
$query = "select authorID from book_author where bookID = $bookID";
$result = mysql_db_query ($db, $query);
$auth = mysql_fetch_row($result);
$authorID = $auth[0];
mysql_free_result($result);
  /* get meta information */
 $query = "select * from meta where bookID = $bookID";
 $metares = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $nummeta = mysql_num_rows($metares);
 $query = "select * from author where authorID = $authorID";
 $result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $author = mysql_fetch_array($result);
 $first = $author["first"];
 $middle = $author["middle"];
 $last = $author["last"];
 $dob = $author["dob"];
 mysql_free_result($result);
 $query = "select * from book where bookID = $bookID";
 $result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $book = mysql_fetch_array($result);
 $title = $book["title"];
 if ($book["article"] != "")
 {
 $title = $book["article"] . " $title";
 }
 $publisher = $book["publisher"];
 $pubdate = $book["doc_date"];
 $pubplace = $book["pub_place"];
 $pnum = $book["pages"];
 $dir = $book["base_dir"];
 mysql_free_result($result);
 $titleline = $last . ", " . $first;
 if ($middle != "")
 {
 $titleline .= " " . $middle;
 }
 if ($dob != "")
 {
 $titleline .= ", " . $dob .". ";
 }
 $titleline .= "$title.";
 $name = $first . " ";
 if ($middle != "")
 {
 $name .= $middle . " ";
 }
 $name .= $last;
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 $nameline = $name;
 if ($dob != "")
 {
 $nameline .= ", " . $dob;
 }
 $publine = $pubplace . ": " . $publisher . ", " . $pubdate;
$fp = fopen("write/illustr.html", "w");
fwrite($fp, "<head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<title>\n");
fwrite($fp, "$titleline \n");
fwrite($fp, "</title> \n");
for ($i = 0; $i < $nummeta; $i++)
{
$metarow = mysql_fetch_array($metares);
$content = $metarow["content"];
fwrite($fp, "<META NAME='keywords' CONTENT='$content'>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<META NAME='description' CONTENT='$title, by
$name$dateInfo'>\n");
Fwrite($fp, "</head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BODY background='images/ils.jpg' link='#006699'
vlink='#006699'> \n");
fwrite($fp, "<P align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/aaldas.gif' width=500 height=45\n");
fwrite($fp, "alt='University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Libraries'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h2 align='center'> $nameline </h2>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h3 align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<font color='red'> $title </font></h3>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h4 align='center'> $publine </h4>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<hr align='center' width='50%'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h3 align='center'>List of Illustrations<br><br></h3>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<br><hr align='center' width=105>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<table border=0 cellpadding=2 cellspacing=10>\n");
$query = "select * from image where bookID = $bookID and place='body'";
$result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
$illnum = mysql_num_rows($result);
$k = 0;
while ($k < $illnum)
{
$i =0;
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while ($illustr = mysql_fetc h_array($result))
{
$file = $illustr["filename"];
$iloc = $illustr["location"];
$location = urlencode($iloc);
$html = $illustr["html"];
$caption = $illustr["caption"];
fwrite($fp, "<TR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<TD valign='top'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<a href='$html.html'>$iloc</a></td>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<TD>\n");
fwrite($fp, "$caption\n</td>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</tr>\n");
$i++;
 $k++;
}
}
mysql_free_result($result);
fwrite($fp, "</table>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<hr align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='menu.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/blackarrow.gif' border=0 align='center'
alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to Menu Page for <I>$title</I> by $name</a><BR>\n");
$query = "select * from book_project, project ";
$query .= "where book_project.projID=project.projID and ";
$query .= "book_project.bookID = $bookID";
$result = mysql_db_query($db,$query);
$pnum = mysql_num_rows($result);
if ($pnum > 0)
{
for ($j=0; $j<$pnum; $j++)
{
$project = mysql_fetch_array( $result);
$pname = $project["name"];
$pcolor = $project["color"];
$pbase = $project["base_dir"];
fwrite($fp, "<A href='$pbase/$pbase.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/$pcolorarrow.gif'
border=0\n");
fwrite($fp, "align='center' alt='*'>\ n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to $pname Home Page</A><BR>\n");
}
}
fwrite($fp, "<A href='index.html'><img src='images/bluearrow.gif'
border=0 align='center' alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South</I> Home
Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<FONT size=2>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "&copy; Copyright 1999 by the Academic Affairs Library, The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all rights reserved.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
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fwrite($fp, "<a href
='mailto:docsouth@listserv.oit.unc.edu'><B>Feedback</B></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "URL: http://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth/$dir/illustr.html\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$update = date("F d, Y");
fwrite($fp, "Last Update: $update\n");
fwrite($fp, "</FONT>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</body>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</html>\n");
echo "<p>Wrote list of illustrations.";
echo "<p><a href='write/illustr.html'>Check it out.</a>";
}
?>
</body>
</html>
write_indiv.phtml
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Write Illustration
Pages</title></head>
<h2>Write Illustration Pages</h2>
<hr>
<?php
/*  db variables */
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pass = "xxx";
$db = “xxx”;
$conn = mysql_connect ($host, $user, $pass);
mysql_select_db($db);
/* This script expects to be passed bookID
if bookID was not passed to form, select book now, and submit form back
to itself */
if ($bookID == "")
{
$query = "select bookID, article, title from book order by title";
/* get list of titles to populate select box */
$result = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$err = mysql_error();
if($err)
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{
   echo "Error  querying database.";
} // end if  error
else
{
echo "<form action='$PHP_SELF' method='post'>";
echo "<p>Select the book for which you want to write
illustration pages: <p><select name='bookID'>\n";
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ( $i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++ )
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
   echo "<option value='$row[0]'>$row[1] $row[2]\n";
}//end for
echo "</select><br>\n";
echo "<p><input type='submit' value='Write Illustration
pages for this text'>";
}//end else
mysql_free_result($result);
}
/* if bookID was passed to form */
else
{
 /* get author information */
$query = "select authorID from book_author where bookID = $bookID";
$result = mysql_db_query ($db, $query);
$auth = mysql_fetch_row($result);
$authorID = $auth[0];
mysql_free_result($result);
 $query = "select * from author where authorID = $authorID";
 $result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $author = mysql_fetch_array($result);
 $first = $author["first"];
 $middle = $author["middle"];
 $last = $author["last"];
 $dob = $author["dob"];
 mysql_free_result($result);
   /* get meta information */
 $query = "select * from meta where bookID = $bookID";
 $metares = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
 $nummeta = mysql_num_rows($metares);
/* get book information */
 $query = "select * from book where bookID = $bookID";
 $result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
 $book = mysql_fetch_array($result);
 $title = $book["title"];
 if ($book["article"] != "")
 {
 $title = $book["article"] . " $title";
 }
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 $publisher = $book["publisher"];
 $pubdate = $book["doc_date"];
 $pubplace = $book["pub_place"];
 $pnum = $book["pages"];
 $dir = $book["base_dir"];
 mysql_free_result($result);
 $titleline = $last . ", " . $first;
 if ($middle != "")
 {
 $titleline .= " " . $middle;
 }
 if ($dob != "")
 {
 $titleline .= ", " . $dob .". ";
 }
 $titleline .= "$title.";
 $name = $first . " ";
 if ($middle != "")
 {
 $name .= $middle . " ";
 }
 $name .= $last;
 $nameline = $name;
 if ($dob != "")
 {
 $nameline .= ", " . $dob;
 }
$publine = $pubplace . ": " . $publisher . ", " . $pubdate;
$query = "select * from image where bookID=$bookID";
$result = mysql_db_query ($db,$query);
$illnum = mysql_num_rows($result);
echo "<P>Going to try to write $illnum files";
for ($i = 0; $i < $illnum; $i++)
{
$illustr = mysql_f etch_array($result);
$file = $illustr["filename"];
$iloc = $illustr["location"];
$html = $illustr["html"];
$caption = $illustr["caption"];
$height = $illustr["height"];
$width = $illustr["width"];
$fp = fopen("write/$html.html", "w");
fwrite($fp,  "<head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<title>\n");
fwrite($fp, "$titleline \n");
fwrite($fp, "</title> \n");
for ($k = 0; $k < $nummeta; $k++)
{
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$metarow = mysql_fetch_array($metares);
$content = $metarow["content"];
fwrite($fp, "<META NAME='keywords' C ONTENT='$content'>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<META NAME='description' CONTENT='$title, by
$name$dateInfo'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</head>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BODY bgcolor='white' link='#006699' vlink='#006699'>
\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/aaldas.gif' width=500 height=45
alt='University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Libraries'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h2 align='center'> $nameline </h2>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h3 align='center'><font color='red'> $title
</font></h3>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<h4 align='center'> $publine </h4>\n");
if ($caption != "")
{
fwrite($fp, "<p align='center'>$caption\n");
fwrite($fp, "<br>($iloc)\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<p align='center'>\n");
if ($height != "" && $width != "")
{
fwrite($fp, "<img src='$dir/$file' width='$width'
height='$height' alt='Illustration'>\n");
}
else
{
fwrite($fp, "<img src='$dir/$file' alt='Illustration'>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<hr>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<p>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='me nu.phtml'> \n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/blackarrow.gif' border=0
align='center' alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to Menu Page for <I> $title </I> by $name
\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$query = "select * from book_project, project where
book_project.projID=project.projID and book_project.bookID =
$bookID";
$res = mysql_db_query($db,$query);
$pnum = mysql_num_rows($res);
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if ($pnum > 0)
{
for ($j=0; $j<$pnum; $j++)
{
$project = mysql_fetch_array($res);
$pname = $project["name"];
$pcolor = $project["color"];
$gif = "$pcolor" . "arrow.gif";
$pbase = $project["base_dir"];
fwrite($fp, "<A href='../$pbase/$pbase.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG src='images/$gif' border=0
align='center' alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to $ pname Home Page</A><BR>\n");
}
}
fwrite($fp, "<A href='index.html'><img src='images/bluearrow.gif'
border=0 align='center' alt='*'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South</I> Home
Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<FONT size=2>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "&copy; Copyright 1999 by the Academic Affairs
Library, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all
rights reserved.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A
HREF='mailto:docsouth@listserv.unc.edu'><B>Feedback</B></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>    \n");
fwrite($fp, "URL:
http://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth/$dir/$html.html\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$update = date("F d, Y");
fwrite($fp, "Last Update: $update\ n");
fwrite($fp, "</FONT>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</body></html>\n");
fclose($fp);
echo "<p>wrote $html for $file";
}
echo "<P>Wrote $illnum files";
}?>
</html>
write_authors.phtml
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<head><title>Documenting The American South: Write List of
Titles</title>
</head>
<?php
/* this script writes the index of all DAS books, listed by author */
/* db variables */
$db = “xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$name = "kuhn";
$pass = "xxx";
$fp = fopen("write/authors.html", "w");
$head = '<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Documenting The American South: Author Index</TITLE>
</HEAD>';
fwrite($fp, "$head\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BODY BACKGROUND='images/ils.jpg' link=#006699
vlink=#006699><P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- STRUCTURE OF THIS FILE:   -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- A-Z Navigator             -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Author List               -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Site Navigator            -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BLOCKQUOTE>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<CENTER><IMG src='images/aaldas.gif' height=45 width=500
alt='University of North  Carolina at Chapel Hill
Libraries'></CENTER>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<CENTER><H2><FONT color='#003366'>Author
Index</FONT></H2></CENTER>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Begin A-Z Navigator -- >\n");
$nav = '<CENTER>
<A NAME="TOP"></A>
<H3>
<A HREF="#A">A</A> | <A HREF="#B">B</A> | <A HREF="#C">C</A> |
<A HREF="#D">D</A> | <A HREF="#E">E</A> | <A HREF="#F">F</A> |
<A HREF="#G">G</A> | <A HREF="#H">H</A> | <A HREF="#I">I</A> |
<A HREF="#J">J</A> | <A HREF="#K">K</A> | <A HREF="#L">L</A> |
<A HREF="#M">M</A> | <A HREF="#N">N</A> | <A HREF="#O">O</A>
<BR>
<A HREF="#P">P</A> | <A HREF="#Q">Q</A> | <A HREF="#R">R</A> |
<A HREF="#S">S</A> | <A HREF="#T">T</A> | <A HREF="#U">U</A> |
<A HREF="#V">V</A> | <A HREF="#W">W</A> | <A HREF="#X">X</A> |
<A HREF="#Y">Y</A> | <A HREF="#Z">Z</A>
</H3>
</CENTER>';
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fwrite($fp, "$nav\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- End A-Z Navigator -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR ALIGN='CENTER'><P align='center'>Jump to <A
HREF='titles.html'> <B>Title Index</B></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Begin Author List -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL>\n");
/* connect to database */
$conn = mysql_connect($host,$name,$pass) or die ("Cannot connect to
server.");
mysql_select_db($db);
$query = "select * from author order by last";
$authors = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$rows = mysql_numrows($authors);
/* 65 is ascii number for a  */
$char = 64;
while ($char < 91)
{
if ($done != 1)
{
$rowcount = 0;
whil e ($rowcount < $rows)
{
$author = mysql_fetch_array ($authors);
$init = substr($author["last"],0,1);
while($init != $letter)
{
$char = $char + 1;
$letter = chr($char);
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A href='#TOP'>Top of
Page</A></B>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A
HREF='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
$ID = $author["authorID"];
$query = "select * from book_author, book where ";
$query .=  "book.bookID = book_author.bookID and ";
$query .= "book_author.authorID = $ID";
$books = mysql_query ($query, $conn);
$numBooks = mysql_numrows ($books);
$last = $author["last"];
$first = $author["first"];
$middle = $author["middle"];
$dob = $author["dob"];
fwrite($fp, "<LI><B>$last, $first");
if ($middle != "")
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{
fwrite($fp, " $middle");
}
if ($dob != "")
  {
  fwrite($fp, ", $dob");
}
fwrite($fp, "</B><BR>\n");
$bookCount = 0;
while ($bookCoun t < $numBooks)
{
$book = mysql_fetch_array ($books);
$title = $book["title"];
$rawarticle = $book["article"];
$article = "$rawarticle ";
$place = $book["pub_place"];
$pub = $book["publisher"];
$date = $book["doc_date"];
$bookID = $book["bookID"];
if ($numBooks > 1)
{
$dd = "<DD>";
$p = "<P>";
}
$link = "$dd<A HREF='menu.phtml'>";
fwrite($fp,
"<i>$link$article$title.</a></i><BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "$dd$place: $pub, $date<BR>$p\n");
$dd = "";
$bookCount = $bookCount + 1;
}
fwrite($fp, "</LI>\n");
$rowcount = $rowcount + 1;
}
$done = 1;
$char = $char + 1;
}
$letter = chr($char);
$char = $char + 1;
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A href='# TOP'>Top of Page</A></B>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A
HREF='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</BLOCKQUOTE>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR ALIGN='CENTER'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Site Navigator -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='index.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/bluearrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
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fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South, Beginnings to
1920</I> Home Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='fpn/fpn.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/redarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "First-Person Narratives of the American South"
Home Page</A>');
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='neh/neh.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/grayarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "North American Slave Narratives"');
fwrite($fp, "Home Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='southlit/southlit.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/greenarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "A Digitized Library of Southern Literature" Home
Page</A>');
fwrite($fp, "<font size='-1'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>&copy; Copyright 1998 by the Academic Affairs Library,
The University\n");
fwrite($fp, "of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all rights reserved.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A HREF='mailto:docsouth@listserv.unc.edu'>Feedback.</A>
<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "URL: http://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth/authors.html\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$update = date("F d, Y");
fwrite($fp, "Last Update $update\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR></font>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' ALIGN='CENTER' WIDTH='60%'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' ALIGN='CENTER' WIDTH='80%'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</body>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</html>\n");
?>
<p>end of script.
</body>
</html>
write_titles.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting The American South: Write List of
Titles</title>
</head>
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<?php
/* this script writes the index of all DAS titles */
/* db variables */
$db = “xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$name = "kuhn";
$pass = "xxx";
$conn = mysql_connect($host,$name,$pass) or die ("Cannot connect to
server.");
$fp = fopen("testbed/titles.html", "w");
$head = '<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Documenting The American South: Title Index</TITLE>
</HEAD>';
fwrite($fp, "$head\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BODY BACKGROUND='images/ils.jpg' link=#006699
vlink=#006699><P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- STRUCTURE OF THIS FILE:   -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- A-Z Navigator             -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Author List               -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Site Navigator            -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BLOCKQUOTE>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<CENTER><IMG src='images/aaldas.gif' height=45 width=500
alt='University of North  Carolina at Chapel Hill
Libraries'></CENTER>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<CENTER><H2><FONT color='#003366'>Title
Index</FONT></H2></CENTER>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Begin A-Z Navigator -- >\n");
$nav = '<CENTER>
<A NAME="TOP"></A>
<H3>
<A HREF="#A">A</A> | <A HREF="#B">B</A> | <A HREF="#C">C</A> |
<A HREF="#D">D</A> | <A HREF="#E">E</A> | <A HREF="#F">F</A> |
<A HREF="#G">G</A> | <A HREF="#H">H</A> | <A HREF="#I">I</A> |
<A HREF="#J">J</A> | <A HREF="#K">K</A> | <A HREF="#L">L</A> |
<A HREF="#M">M</A> | <A HREF="#N">N</A> | <A HREF="#O">O</A>
<BR>
<A HREF="#P">P</A> | <A HREF="#Q">Q</A> | <A HREF="#R">R</A> |
<A HREF="#S">S</A> | <A HREF="#T">T</A> | <A HREF="#U">U</A> |
<A HREF="#V">V</A> | <A HREF="#W">W</A> | <A HREF="#X">X</A> |
<A HREF="#Y">Y</A> | <A HREF="#Z">Z</A>
</H3>
</CENTER>';
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fwrite($fp, "$nav\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- End A-Z Navigator -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR ALIGN='CENTER'><P align='center'>Jump to <A
HREF='authors.html'> <B>Authors Index</B></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Begin Title List -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL>\n");
/* db variables */
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$name = "kuhn";
$pass = "xxx";
$db = “xxx”;
/* connect to database */
$conn = mysql_connect($host,$name,$pass) or die ("Cannot connect to
server.");
mysql_select_db($db);
/* build query */
$query = "select * from book order by title";
$books = mysql_query($query, $conn);
$rows = mysql_numrows($books);
$char = 64;
while ($char < 91)
{
if ($done != 1)
{
$rowcount = 0;
while ($rowcount < $rows)
{
$book = mysql_fetch_array ($books);
$init = substr($book["title"],0,1);
while ($init != $letter)
{
$char = $char + 1;
$letter = chr($char);
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A href='#TOP'>Top of
Page</A></B>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A HREF
='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwr ite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
$ID = $book["bookID"];
$query = "select * from book_author, author where ";
$query .= "author.authorID = book_author.authorID and
book_author.bookID = $ID";
$authorListing = mysql_db_query ($db, $query);
$author = mysq l_fetch_array($authorListing);
$last = $author["last"];
$first = $author["first"];
$middle = $author["middle"];
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$dob = $author["dob"];
$title = $book["title"];
$rawarticle = $book["article"];
$article = "$rawarticle ";
$place = $boo k["pub_place"];
$pub = $book["publisher"];
$date = $book["doc_date"];
$bookID = $book["bookID"];
$dir = $book["base_dir"];
$link = "<A HREF='$dir/menu.html'>";
fwrite($fp,
"<LI><i>$link$article$title.</a></i><BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<B>$ last, $first");
if ($middle != "")
{
fwrite($fp, " $middle");
}
if ($dob != "")
{
fwrite($fp, ", $dob");
}
fwrite($fp, "</B><BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "$place: $pub, $date<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</LI><P>\n");
$rowcount = $ro wcount + 1;
}
$done = 1;
$char = $char + 1;
}
$letter = chr($char);
$char = $char + 1;
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A href='#TOP'>Top of Page</A></B>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A HREF
='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</BLOCKQUOTE>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR ALIGN='CENTER'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Site Navigator -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='index.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/bluearrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South, Beginnings to
1920</I> Home Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='fpn/fpn.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/redarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "First-Person Narratives of the American South"
Home Page</A>');
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fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='neh/neh.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/grayarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "North American Slave Narratives"');
fwrite($fp, "Home Page</A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='southlit/southlit.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<img src='images/greenarrow.gif' ALT='*' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, 'Return to "A Digitized Library of Southern Literature" Home
Page</A>');
fwrite($fp, "<font size='-1'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>&copy; Copyright 1998 by the Academic Affairs Library,
The University\n");
fwrite($fp, "of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all rights reserved.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A HREF='mailto:docsouth@listserv.unc.edu'>Feedback.</A>
<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "URL: http://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth/titles.html\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
$update = date("F d, Y");
fwrite($fp, "Last Update $update\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR></font>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' ALIGN='CENTER' WIDTH='60%'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' ALIGN='CENTER' WIDTH='80%'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</body>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</html>\n");
?>
<p>end of script.
</body>
</html>
sel_proj.phtml
<html>
<head><title>Documenting the American South: Run Project Title
Index</title>
<body>
<h2 align="center">Documenting the American South: Run Project Title
index</h2>
<hr>
<form action="write_texts.phtml" method="post">
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<?php
/* establish connection with mysql server*/
$db = kuhn;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$user=“xxx”;
$pswd = xxx;
$conn = mysql_connect($host, $user, $pswd);
mysql_select_db($db);
?>
<p>Use this form to select the project for which you'd like to generate
an index.
<table border='0'>
<tr>
<td valign="top">Select Project:</td>
<td><select name="projID">
<?php
/* generate list of projects */
$project = "select name, projID from project";
$result = mysql_query($project, $conn);
$rows = mysql_num_rows($result);
for ($i = 0; $i < $rows; $i++)
{
$row = mysql_fetch_row($result);
echo "<option value='$row[1]'>$row[0]\n";
}
mysql_free_result($result);
?>
</select></td>
</tr>
</table>
<p><input type="submit" value="Write list">
</form>
<p><a href="index.html">Return to Administrative Tasks Menu</a>
</body>
</html>
write_texts.phtml
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 3.2 FINAL//EN">
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE></TITLE>
</HEAD>
<?php
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/* this script expects to be passed a projectID, so it knows
which list to write */
/* db variables */
$db = “xxx”;
$host = "luna.metalab.unc.edu";
$name = "kuhn";
$pass = "xxx";
$conn = mysql_connect($host,$name,$pass) or die ("Cannot connect to
server.");
$dirQuery = "select * from project where projID = $projID";
$result = mysql_db_query($db, $dirQuery);
$proj = mysql_fetch_array($result);
$pdir = $proj["base_dir"];
$pname = $proj["name"];
/* different headers for each project */
$fp = fopen("$pdir/texts.html", "w");
fwrite($fp, "<head>\n");
if ($projID = 1)
{
include ("fpnHeader.phtml");
}
else if ($projID = 2)
{
include ("litHeader.phtml");
}
else if ($projID = 3)
{
include ("nehHeader.phtml");
}
else if ($projID = 4)
{
inc lude ("imlsHeader.phtml");
}
else if ($projID = 5)
{
include ("churchHeader.phtml");
}
fwrite($fp, "<HR>\n<BR>");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- STRUCTURE OF THIS FILE:   -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- A-Z Navigator             -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Title List                -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Site Navigator            -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- Begin A-Z Navigator -- >\n");
fwrite($fp, "<CENTER>\n");
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fwrite($fp, '<A NAME="TOP"></A>');
$nav = '<H3>
<A href="#A">A</A> | <A href="#B">B</A> | <A href="#C">C</A> |
<A href="#D">D</A> | <A href="#E">E</A> | <A href="#F">F</A> |
<A href="#G">G</A> | <A href="#H">H</A> | <A href="#I">I</A> |
<A href="#J">J</A> | <A href="#K">K</A> | <A href="#L">L</A>
<BR>
<A href="#M">M</A> | <A href="#N">N</A> | <A href="#O">O</A> |
<A href="#P">P</A> | <A href="#Q">Q</A> | <A href="#R">R</A> |
<A href="#S">S</A> | <A href="#T">T</A> | <A href="#U">U</A> |
<A href="#V">V</A> | <A href="#W">W</A> | <A href="#X">X</A> |
<A href="#Y">Y</A> | <A href="#Z">Z</A>
</H3>';
fwrite($fp, "$nav");
fwrite($fp, "</CENTER>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<! -- End A-Z Navigator -- >\n<! -- Begin Title List --
>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL>\n");
$query = "select * from author order by last";
$authors = mysql_db_query($db, $query);
$rows = mysql_numrows($authors);
$char = 64;
while ($char < 91)
if ($done != 1)
{
$rowcount = 0;
while ($rowcount < $rows)
{
$author = mysql_fetch_array ($authors);
$init = substr($author["last"],0,1);
while ($init != $letter)
{
$char = $char + 1 ;
$letter = chr($char);
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A href='#TOP'>Top of
Page</A></B> \n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A
HREF='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
$ID = $author["authorID"];
$bookquery = "select * from book_author, book where
book.bookID = book_author.bookID and
book_author.authorID = $ID";
$books = mysql_db_query ($db, $bookquery);
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$numBooks = mysql_numrows ($books);
$bookCount = 0;
while ($bookCount < $numBooks)
{
$book = mysql_fetch_array ($books);
$bookID = $book["bookID"];
$query = "select projID from book_project where
bookID=$bookID and projID=$projID";
$connected = mysql_db_query($db, $query);
$checkRows = mysql_numrows($connected);
if ($checkRows)
{
$numConnected = $numConnected + 1;
}
$bookCount = $bookCount + 1;
}
if ($numConnected > 0)
{
$last = $author["last"];
$first = $author["first"];
$middle = $author ["middle"];
$dob = $author["dob"];
fwrite($fp, "<LI><B>$last, $first $middle $dob
</B><BR>\n");
$books = mysql_db_query ($db, $bookquery);
$numBooks = mysql_numrows ($books);
$bookCount = 0;
while ($bookCount < $numBooks)
{
$book = mysql_fetch_array ($books);
$bookID = $book["bookID"];
$query = "select * from book_project where
bookID=$bookID and projID=$projID";
$check = mysql_db_query($db, $query);
$part = mysql_numrows($check);
if($part > 0)
{
$title = $book["title"];
$rawarticle = $book["article"];
$article = "$rawarticle ";
$place = $book["pub_place"];
$pub = $book["publisher"];
$date = $book["doc_date"];
$dir = $book["base_dir"];
if ($numConnected  > 1)
{
$dd = "<DD>";
$p = "<P>";
}
$link = "$dd<A
HREF='../$dir/menu.html'>";
fwrite($fp,
"<i>$link$article$title.</a></i><BR>
\n");
fwrite($fp, "$dd$place: $pub,
$date<BR>$p\n");
$dd = "";
}
$bookCount = $bookCount + 1;
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}
fwrite($fp, "</LI>\n");
}
$numConnected = 0;
$rowcount = $rowcount + 1;
}
$done = 1;
$char = $char + 1;
}
$letter = chr($char);
$char = $char + 1;
fwrite($fp, "</UL>\n");
if ($char > 65)
{
fwrite($fp, "<P><B><A h ref='#TOP'>Top of Page</A></B>\n");
}
fwrite($fp, "<A NAME='$letter'><H3><A
HREF='#TOP'>$letter</H3></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<UL> \n");
}
mysql_close($conn);
fwrite($fp, "<HR ALIGN='CENTER'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P><A href='fpn.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG SRC='../images/redarrow.gif' border=0
align='center'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to 'First-Person Narratives of the American South'
Home Page</A> \n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='../index.html'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<IMG SRC='../images/bluearrow.gif' border=0 align='center'>
\n");
fwrite($fp, "Return to <I>Documenting the American South</I> Home
Page.</A> \n");
fwrite($fp, "<FONT size='-1'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>&copy; Copyright 1998 by the Academic Affairs Library,
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, all rights
reserved.<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<P>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<A href='mailto:docsouth@listserv.unc.edu'
TARGET='_top'><B>Feedback</B></A>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<br>\n");
fwrite($fp, "URL: http://metalab.unc.edu/docsouth/$pdir/texts.html\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "Last update February 12, 1999.\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<BR>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</FONT>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' WIDTH='60%' ALIGN='CENTER'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "<HR SIZE='5' WIDTH='80%' ALIGN='CENTER'>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</BLOCKQUOTE>\n");
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fwrite($fp, "</BODY>\n");
fwrite($fp, "</HTML>\n");
echo "end of script";
?>
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